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womens’ curling round robin,
feb 14 - 21
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womens’ curling round robin, KOR vs USA
feb 19
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womens’ curling semifinal, KOR vs JPN, end 11
feb 23
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womens’ curling final, KOR vs SWE, feb 25
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ladies’ ski halfpipe qualifiers, feb 19
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the terrifying power of korean netizens
Japan occupied Korea from 1910 to 1945. But every Korean will tell you that Japan is a cultural, and technological, and economic example, has been so important to their own transformation.”
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the terrifying power of korean netizens

Can't wait for Tokyo 2020 where the Japanese announcers will introduce the United States as "the only country to ever nuke a populated city".

“now representing Japan, a country which occupied Korea from 1910 to 1945. But every Korean will tell you that Japan is a cultural and technological and economic example that has been so important to their own transformation…”

NBC parts ways with analyst after Korea-Japan comments draw major backlash
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ladies’ 500m short track, feb 13
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“hold off on all Boutin content for now”
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ladies’ 1500m short track, feb 17
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ladies’ team pursuit, feb 19-21
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ladies’ team pursuit, feb 19-21

final D for 7th/8th place, feb 21
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ladies’ mass start, feb 24
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ladies’ mass start, feb 24

Speed Skater Kim Bo-reum Hospitalized for Severe Anxiety
thanks for listening!